
While attending the last Gun Show in Greensboro, NC I 

discovered a very real threat to law enforcement. There is 

another holster system out there that could be deadly for 

LEO’s. Although intended for protection, in the wrong 

hands this might give the bad guy an advantage over law 

enforcement. 

I’ve attached several photos of the rig so you can see how 

it is used. Keep in mind, with this rig you DO NOT have 

to draw the weapon. You can just point and fire 

repeatedly through the holster and / or clothing. I’m sure 

you can see the danger this might present as you look at 

the photos.  

Also there is no weapon weight issue regarding support 

clothing, so this could be worn by someone in a tee shirt, 

flip flops, and bathing suit. The visual give away clues 

that we as LEO’s depend on might be overlooked due to 

the way this system works. 

So here it is below: The Ghost Holster System. 



 Simple enough, the material stretches with a zipper 

closure and has a second pouch for keys, id, or to hold 

DRUGS. The main larger pouch stretches over any size 

weapon. I’ve tested it on Full Size 1911’s and small frame 

guns with the same results no matter the weapon. 

For demonstration purposes I used my department issued 

Glock model 22 .40 caliber ( Unloaded ) 



 

Conceals well. 

 



Notice when I go for the weapon all I have to do is point 

and pull the trigger to shoot. 

 

I can easily press the trigger and shoot repeatedly through 

the material without a jam or having the weapon taken out 

of battery. As an LEO, I’m sure you too can quickly see 

how this could be a serious concern for us. 

 This is a full size Glock. 

Clothing: Sweatpants and a very thin Tee shirt. 



Next I used a smaller Kahr Arms CW40 .40 Caliber. 

Demonstrated while wearing shorts and a short tee shirt. 

 

 



 

In these photos I’m wearing it low. It could actually be 

worn under your arm, with the strap around you upper 

chest. In that case you could miss it in a quick frisk of the 

waist area. 

  

YES, my finger is on the trigger. It’s unloaded. I wanted 

to show that it was designed to grab and shoot without 

removing it. 



 

 

Ok there you have it. It’s quick to see how dangerous this 

could be in the wrong hands. I was hesitant to show this, 

but I wanted each of you to be aware that these are on the 

streets in our city. I spoke with the distributor who was 

selling these at the gun show. She told me she had sold a 

lot of them all over North Carolina and had taken orders 

from other states as well. 

So they are out there. If you have not already crossed 

paths with someone wearing one, there is a good chance 

you will in the future. Do not assume someone is 



unarmed. Even if they are in a bathing suit they could 

have this system on and be a threat. 

Be Smart and Be Safe. 

Cpl Jack Boyles 

City of Burlington Police Department 

D.A.R.E. Officer 

267 West Front St. 

Burlington, NC 27215 

336.229.3503 
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